
Level Set Application

1. Introduction

The main goal of this report is present numerical examples using level set. More precisely,
we explore two applications, which are twisting and rising bubble problem. Finally, we
analyze the evolution with time of parameters such as center of mass velocity, center of
mass position and mass conservation.

2. Rising bubble problem

2.1. Navier Stokes Equation

Navier Stokes equation for a incompressible problem can be expressed as follows

ρ

(
∂v

∂t
+∇v · v

)
−∇ · σ̄ = ρg + fΓ (1)

where v is the velocity, ρ is the density, σ̄ is the Cauchy stress tensor, fΓ is the surface
tension and g is the gravity. Each term of the above equation is described and implemented
in this section from the point of view of the bubble case.

2.1.1. Density

For the raising bubble problem, we assume the domains already defined in previous
report, i.e. Ω := {Ω ⊂ R | Ω = Ω1 ∪ Ω2}, where each sub-domain represents a different
physical environment. In this scenario, we assume ρ1, µ1 ∈ Ω1 and ρ2, µ2 ∈ Ω2 (see Fig.
1). The interpolation form of this properties in Ω, for the standard level set, is written as
follows

ρ(φ) =
ρ1

2
(1 + sign(φ)) +

ρ2

2
(1− sign(φ)) (2)

µ(φ) =
µ1

2
(1 + sign(φ)) +

µ2

2
(1− sign(φ)) (3)

def rho(l):

return(rho1 *0.5*(1.0 + Sign(l)) + rho2 *0.5*(1.0 - Sign(l)))

def nu(l):

return(mu1 *0.5*(1.0+ Sign(l))+ mu2 *0.5*(1.0 - Sign(l)))
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as for regularized Heaviside function, we use

ρ(φ) = ρ1 + (ρ2 − ρ1)φ (4)

µ(φ) = µ1 + (µ2 − µ1)φ (5)

def rho(l):

return(rho1+(rho2 -rho1)*l)

def nu(l):

return(nu1+(nu2 -nu1)*l)

2.1.2. Surface Tension

The surface tension is added to Navier Stokes equation as an internal force and there are
plenty ways of represent it. Below, we have the important ones:

• Representation one:

fΓ = σκδ(xΓ)nΓ (6)

where σ is the surface tension coefficient (Nm−1), κ is the curvature, δ(xΓ) is an approx-
imation of the Dirac delta distribution at the interface and nΓ is the normal vector already
defined (see previous report). The curvature κ can be defined in terms of the normal vector
nΓ, according to the relationship

κ = −∇ · nΓ (7)

and the Dirac’s delta distribution can be written in terms of the level set function, for the
standard LSM as

δ(φ) =

{
0 if |φ| > ε

1
2ε

[
1 + cos

(
πφ
ε

)]
if |φ| 6 ε

(8)

# The following line has to be added to the algorithm when the

# conditional is used as part of the linear system , which must

# be analyzed numerically

ufl.algorithms.apply_derivatives.CONDITIONAL_WORKAROUND = True

def delta(eps ,q):

pi = 3.14159

f = (1.0/(2.0* eps ))*(1.0+ cos(pi*q/eps))

r=conditional(lt(abs(q),eps),f,Constant (0.0))

return(r)

as for CLSM, we consider
δ = |∇φ| (9)
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N = VectorFunctionSpace(mesh , "CG", 1, dim=2) # Normal vector field

def delta(l):

grad_phi = project(grad(l),N)

return(sqrt(dot(grad_phi ,grad_phi )))

Note the gradient is projected into a piecewise-linear vector space V 1. This procedure
helps avoid Gibe’s oscillation, since the level set function is interpolated into a second order
scalar space W 2.

Using CLSM approach, we are capable of substitute Eqs. (7) and (9) into (6), which
yields

fΓ = −σκ∇φ (10)

The FEniCS algorithm to evaluate surface tension for CLSM approach is implemented
below

nls = grad_phi/sqrt(dot(grad_phi ,grad_phi ))

ft = sigma*div(nls)* grad_phi

inner(ft ,v_)*dx

N = VectorFunctionSpace(mesh , "CG", 1, dim=2) # Normal vector field

grad_phi = project(grad(l),N)

L = FiniteElement("Lagrange", mesh.ufl_cell(), 2) # levelset field

• Representation two:

Another way to calculate the surface tension is written as

fΓ = ∇ ·Ts (11)

where
T̄s = σ (I− nΓ ⊗ nΓ) δ(xΓ) (12)

Ts = delta(l)* sigma*(I-outer(nls ,nls))

this is an attractive representation, since there is no curvature equation to be calculated.

2.1.3. Numerical integration of the Navier Stokes equation

In order to have a stable numerical procedure, we assume the Taylor-Hood approach. In
this context, we use v ∈ V 2 as the velocity field vector and p ∈ W 1 as the pressure term.
Additionally, we adopt as test functions v̄ ∈ V 2 and p̄ ∈ W 1. Therefore, integrating Eq. (1)
the weak form for Navier Stokes can be expressed as follows∫

Ω

ρ

(
∂v

∂t
+∇v · v

)
· v̄ dΩ−

∫
Ω

∇ · σ̄ · v̄ dΩ =

∫
Ω

(ρg + fΓ) · v̄ dΩ (13)

with additional term ∫
Ω

∇ · v p̄ dΩ = 0 (14)
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where σ̄ = −pI + µ
(
∇v +∇vT

)
.

Applying the Gauss theorem in Eq. (13), we have∫
Ω

ρ

(
∂v

∂t
+∇v · v

)
· v̄ dΩ−

∫
∂Ω

(σ̄ · v̄) · n ds+

∫
Ω

σ̄ : ∇v̄ dΩ =

∫
Ω

(ρg + fΓ) · v̄ dΩ (15)

Assuming the surface integral as zero and adding Eq. (14) in Eq. (15), we can rewrite
(15)∫

Ω

ρ

(
∂v

∂t
+∇v · v

)
· v̄ dΩ +

∫
Ω

σ̄ : ∇v̄ dΩ +

∫
Ω

∇ · v p̄ dΩ−
∫

Ω

(ρg + fΓ) · v̄ dΩ = 0 (16)

If we define the term ψ according to equation

ψ(v, p) =

∫
Ω

ρ (∇v · v) · v̄ dΩ +

∫
Ω

σ̄ : ∇v̄ dΩ−
∫

Ω

(ρg + fΓ) · v̄ dΩ (17)

Then, the time discretization can assume

1

∆t

〈
ρn+1vn+1 − ρnvn, v̄

〉
+ θψ

(
vn+1, p

)
+ (1− θ)ψ (vn, p) + 〈∇ · v, p̄〉 = 0 (18)

The complete FEniCS algorithm for the rinsing bubble problem is given by

# Libraries import

from fenics import *

import time

import mshr

import ufl

import os

from math import floor , ceil

get_ipython (). magic(’matplotlib inline ’)

print dolfin.dolfin_version ()

dt = 0.005 # Time Step

k = Constant(dt) # Time Step

t_end = 3.0 # Total simulation time

theta = Constant (0.5) # Interpolation schema

g = Constant ((0.0 , -0.98)) # Gravity

rho1 = 1000.0 # Surround density

rho2 = 1.0 # Bubble density

nu1 = 10.0 # Surround viscosity

nu2 = 0.1 # Bubble viscosity

sigma = 1.96

Dx = 100

Dy = 2*Dx

mesh = RectangleMesh(Point (0.0 ,0.0) , Point (1.0 ,2.0) , Dx , Dy ,’crossed ’)

epsilon = (0.5*((1.0/ Dx )**(0.9)))
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center = Point (0.5 ,0.5)

radius = 0.25

phi = Expression(’1.0/(1.0+ exp((sqrt((x[0]-A)*(x[0]-A)+(x[1]-B)*(x[1]-B))\

-r)/( eps )))’,degree=2, eps=epsilon , A=center [0], B=center [1],r=radius)

V = VectorElement("Lagrange", mesh.ufl_cell(), 2) # Velocity vector field

P = FiniteElement("Lagrange", mesh.ufl_cell(), 1) # Pressure field

L = FiniteElement("Lagrange", mesh.ufl_cell(), 2) # Levelset field

N = VectorFunctionSpace(mesh , "CG", 1, dim=2) # Normal vector field

VP = MixedElement ([V,P])

W = FunctionSpace(mesh ,VP)

I = Identity(V.cell (). geometric_dimension ()) # Identity tensor

n = FacetNormal(mesh)

h = CellSize(mesh)

bcs = list()

bcs.append(DirichletBC(W.sub(0), Constant ((0.0 ,0.0)) ,"near(x[1] ,0.0)||\

near(x[1] ,2.0)"))

bcs.append(DirichletBC(W.sub (0). sub(0), Constant (0.0) ,"near(x[0] ,0.0)||\

near(x[0] ,1.0)"))

w = Function(W); w0 = Function(W)

v,p = split(w); v0 ,p0 = split(w0)

SL = FunctionSpace(mesh ,L);

l = Function(SL); l0 = Function(SL)

l.assign(interpolate(phi ,SL)); l0.assign(interpolate(phi ,SL))

def delta(l):

grad_phi = project(grad(l),N)

return(sqrt(dot(grad_phi ,grad_phi )))

def rho(l):

return(rho1+(rho2 -rho1)*l)

def nu(l):

return(nu1+(nu2 -nu1)*l)

# Attention: you must choose the surface tension:

# Tensor surface expressed in Eq. (42)

def NS(v,p,l,v_):

grad_phi = project(grad(l),N)

nls = grad_phi/sqrt(dot(grad_phi ,grad_phi ))

ft = sigma*div(nls)* grad_phi

T = -p*I + nu(l)*( grad(v)+grad(v).T)

return(inner(T,grad(v_))*dx + rho(l)* inner(grad(v)*v,v_)*dx -\

rho(l)* inner(g,v_)*dx +inner(ft ,v_)*dx)

# Tensor surface expressed in Eq. (44)

def NS(v,p,l,v_):
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grad_phi = project(grad(l),N)

nls = grad_phi/sqrt(dot(grad_phi ,grad_phi ))

Ts = delta(l)* sigma*(I-outer(nls ,nls))

T = -p*I + nu(l)*( grad(v)+grad(v).T)

return(inner(T,grad(v_))*dx + rho(l)* inner(grad(v)*v,v_)*dx -\

rho(l)* inner(g,v_)*dx + inner(Ts ,grad(v_))*dx)

def navier_stokes ():

v,p = split(w); v0,p0 = split(w0)

v_ ,p_ = TestFunctions(W)

F = inner ((rho(l)*v-rho(l0)*v0)/k,v_)*dx + theta*NS(v,p,l,v_) +\

(1.0- theta)*NS(v0 ,p,l0 ,v_) + div(v)*p_*dx

solve(F == 0, w, bcs)

return(w)

def LS(l,v,l_):

return(inner(v,grad(l))*l_*dx)

# Attention: you must choose the stabilization method:

# SUPG

def level_set_SUPG ():

v,p = split(w); v0,p0 = split(w0)

l_ = TestFunction(SL)

nb = sqrt(dot(v,v))

tau = h*pow (2.0*nb , -1.0)

r = ( ((l-l0)/k) + theta *(inner(v,grad(l)))+\

(1.0- theta )*( inner(v0 ,grad(l0))) )*tau*inner(v,grad(l_))*dx

F = inner ((l-l0)/k,l_)*dx + theta*LS(l,v,l_) +\

(1.0- theta)*LS(l0 ,v0 ,l_) + r

bc = []

solve(F == 0, l, bc)

return(l)

# IP

def level_set_IP ():

v,p = split(w); v0,p0 = split(w0)

l_ = TestFunction(SL)
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h_avg = (h(’+’) + h(’-’))/2.0

alpha=Constant (1.0)

r = alpha(’+’)*h_avg*h_avg*inner(jump(grad(l),n), jump(grad(l_),n))*dS

F = inner ((l-l0)/k,l_)*dx + theta*LS(l,v,l_) +\

(1.0- theta)*LS(l0 ,v0 ,l_) + IP(l,l_)

bc = []

solve(F == 0, l, bc)

return(l)

def reinit(l,epsilon ,Dx ,mesh):

# time -step

dtau = Constant (1.0/(0.5*((1.0/ Dx )**(1.1))))

# space definition

V = VectorFunctionSpace(mesh , "CG", 1, dim=2)

FE = FunctionSpace(mesh , "CG", 2)

# functions setup

phi = Function(FE); phi0 = Function(FE); w = TestFunction(FE)

# intial value

phi0.assign(interpolate(l,FE))

# Unit normal vector (does not change during this process)

grad_n = project(grad(l),V)

n = grad_n /(sqrt(dot(grad_n ,grad_n )))

# FEM linearization

F = dtau*(phi -phi0)*w*dx - 0.5*( phi+phi0)*dot(grad(w),n)*dx +\

phi*phi0*dot(grad(w),n)*dx + \

epsilon *0.5* dot(grad(phi+phi0),n)*dot(grad(w),n)*dx

bc = []

E = 1e10; E_old = 1e10

cont = 0; num_steps = 6

for n in range(num_steps ):

begin("Reinitialization")

solve(F == 0, phi , bc)

end()

error = (((phi - phi0)*dtau )**2)* dx

E = sqrt(abs(assemble(error )))
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fail = 0

if (E_old < E ):

fail = 1

print "Fail","at:", cont

break

if (fail != 1):

phi0.assign(phi)

cont +=1

E_old = E

print "Error:", E, "nincre", cont

return phi

vfile = File("supg_try4/velocity.pvd")

pfile = File("supg_try4/pressure.pvd")

lfile = File("supg_try4/level.pvd")

plot(delta(l))

out_dt = 0.1; count = 0

t = dt

if __name__ == "__main__":

while t < t_end:

print "time step", t

for problem in [navier_stokes , level_set_SUPG ]:

# You must choose here between SUPG and IP

begin("Running ’%s’" % problem.__name__)

if (problem == navier_stokes ):

w = problem ()

else:

l1 = problem ()

end()

l2 = reinit(l1 ,epsilon ,Dx ,mesh)

l.assign(interpolate(l2,SL))

# Extract solutions

w0.assign(w); l0.assign(l)

v,p = w.split()

# Save solution

if (t >= float(count)* out_dt ):

count +=1

V=assemble(conditional(gt(l,0.5) ,1.0 ,0.0)* dx)

print "volume= %e"%V

print "Print_Number________________________:", count

v.rename("velocity", "velocity")

p.rename("pressure", "pressure")

l.rename("level", "level")
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vfile << v

pfile << p

lfile << l

t += dt

interactive ()

v.rename("velocity", "velocity")

p.rename("pressure", "pressure")

l.rename("level", "level_set")

vfile << v

pfile << p

lfile << l

3. Problem description for the bubble problem

Here, we describe the characteristics of the bubble problem used to test level set method
performance. All tests are based on benchmark found at http://www.featflow.de/en/

benchmarks/cfdbenchmarking/bubble/bubble_verification.html for the bubble prob-
lem (see Fig. 1).

We compare the results with the reference solution by evaluating parameters such as:
center of mass position and velocity with respect of time. In order to track the center of
mass, we apply the following expression

Xc = (xc, yc) =

∫
Ω2

x dx∫
Ω2

1 dx
(19)

and for the velocity of the mass’s center:

Uc =

∫
Ω2

u dx∫
Ω2

1 dx
(20)

Our first proposed problem applies the physical properties presented in Table 1 and the
domain which is shown in Fig. 1.

Bubble physical properties
ρ1 ρ2 µ1 µ2 σ
1000 100 10 1 24.5

Table 1: Case 1

The reference solution uses a 320×640 elements and our FEniCS implication applies a
100×200 elements. Thus, the evolution of the y-velocity component (vy) with time (t) is
presented in Fig. 2. From this result, we are able to observe that the reference solution and
FEniCS has the same numerical behavior.
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Figure 1: Domain.

Figure 2: y-velocity component vs time using IP stabilization.

Additionally, the center of mass position at each increment is shown in Fig. 3. Once
more, the numerical result is the some.

For our second numerical experiment, we use the physical properties shown in Table
2. We also compare, using different stabilization approach, the FEniCS solution with the
reference one. In Fig. 4, we present the velocity component and the mass center evolution
with time. The mass behavior during the numerical process is shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 3: y-mass’s center component vs time using IP stabilization.

Bubble physical properties
ρ1 ρ2 µ1 µ2 σ
1000 1 10 0.1 1.96

Table 2: Case 2

Figure 4: Comparison between FEniCS with different parameters and the Reference solution - a) Velocity
component vs time; b) Center of mass position vs time.

4. Twisting problem

For the twisting case is not necessary analyze the Navier Stokes solution. Here, we use
the velocity field vector given by

vx = 2sin(2πy)sin2(2πx)cos(πt) (21)

vy = −2sin(2πx)sin2(2πy)cos(πt) (22)
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Figure 5: Mass evolution with time for different approaches.

The velocity field and the initial configuration of the level set is shown in Fig. 9.
The level behavior without re-initialization is presented in Fig.
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Figure 6: Center of mass position.
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Figure 7: Center of mass velocity.
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Figure 8: Mass conservation.

Figure 9: Initial level set condition and domain configuration for the twist case
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Figure 10: Red: CLSM and Green: LSM - 25x25 - 0.001

Figure 11: Red: CLSM and Green: LSM - 50x50 - 0.001

Figure 12: Velocity behavior
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Figure 13: Center of mass position

Figure 14: Evaluation of the area with time

Figure 15: Evaluation of the area with time
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Figure 16: CLSM with and without re-initialization - 150x150- 0.001 - 0.0
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